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Abstract 
We consider the problem of approximating a convex figure in the plane by a pair (r, R) of homothetic (that 
is, similar and parallel) rectangles with r C_ C C_ R. We show the existence of such a pair where the sides of the 
outer rectangle are at most twice as long as the sides of the inner rectangle, thereby solving a problem posed 
by P61ya and Szeg6. 
If the n vertices of a convex polygon C are given as a sorted array, such an approximating pair of rectangles 
can be computed in time O(log 2 n). © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduct ion 
Let C be a convex figure in the plane. A pair of rectangles (r, R) is called an approximating pair 
for C, if r c_ C C_ R and if r and R are homothetic, that is, they are parallel and have the same aspect 
ratio. Note that this is equivalent to the existence of an expansion x H A(x - x0) + x0 (with center x0 
and expansion factor A) which maps r into R. 
We measure the quality A(r, R) of our approximating pair (r, R) as the quotient of the length of 
a side of R divided by the length of the corresponding side of r. This is just the expansion factor A 
used in the above expansion mapping. 
The motivation for our investigation is the use of r and R as simple certificates for the impossibility 
or possibility of obstacle-avoiding motions of C. If R can be moved along a path without hitting a 
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given set of obstacles, then this is also possible for C. Let's say that a motion planning problem for C 
is simple if a motion is still possible for C expanded by a factor of 2. Now, if (r, R) has quality 2, then 
every simple motion planning problem for C has also a solution for R. More details can be found in [3]. 
P61ya and Szeg6 [10] showed that for every convex figure C there is an approximating pair (r, R) 
with A(r, R) ~< 3, and raised the question whether this upper bound could be improved. In fact, an 
improvement to 2x/2 follows from work of John [5] and Leichtweil3 [9]. They proved that for every 
convex figure C in the plane there is an approximating pair of homothetic ellipses with quality 2. 
Since any ellipse has an approximating pair of rectangles with quality x/2, the claimed bound of 2x/2 
follows. A related problem has been considered by Lassak [6], who showed that for every centrally 
symmetric convex body M and every (not necessarily centrally symmetric) onvex figure C, there are 
two concentric affine images a and A of M with a C_ C C_ A. He proved that the expansion factor 
between a and A can always be chosen to be x/2 + 1, which is optimal. 
The question of further improvement in our problem has remained open. In the present paper we 
settle the problem by demonstrating that for every convex figure there exists an approximating pair 
(r, R) with a factor A(r, R) ~< 2. This bound is optimal, since for a triangle there is no approximating 
pair with a factor less than 2. (This can be seen by comparing the areas of a minimum circumscribed 
and a maximum inscribed rectangle for a triangle.) After the proceedings version of this paper [11] 
appeared, this result has been independently obtained by Lassak [8], using the same basic idea. In 
contrast, our proof of Lemma 7 is more geometric in nature than the corresponding proof in [8], and 
in addition, we show how to find the approximating pair efficiently. 
Many problems about inner and outer approximation by homothetic figures remain open. For exam- 
ple, the optimal quality bound for an approximating pair of homothetic triangles is not known exactly. 
Fleischer et al. [3] showed that it lies between 1+ x/5/2 ,-~ 2.118 and 2.25; see also Lassak [7] for a 
related result. 
In Section 2 we consider approximations byrectangles with a fixed orientation. On the one hand, this 
prepares the basics for the upper bound, and on the other hand we show that an optimal approximating 
pair with a fixed orientation can be computed in time O(log n) if C is a convex n-gon whose vertices 
are stored in a sorted array. The algorithm is an application of the tentative-prune-and-search technique 
of Kirkpatrick and Snoeyink [4]. In Section 3 we show the existence of approximating pairs of quality 2 
and in Section 4 we present an algorithm which computes uch a pair in time O(log 2 n). 
This paper is an improved version of our conference paper [11]. The algorithms there were slower 
by a factor of O(log n) because the tentative-prune-and-search technique was not available and we 
had to use nested binary search instead. 
2. Approximation with a fixed orientation 
Let r be a rectangle with a counterclockwise numbering vl(r), v2(r), v3(r), v4(r) of its vertices. 
The orientation c~(r) is the directed angle between the positive x-axis and the vector from vl (r) to 
v2(r), and the aspect ratio is 
~(r)-  Iv2(r)v3(r)l 
Ivl(r)v2(r)l 
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Fig. 1. A rectangle with orientation a and aspect ratio or. 
(IPq] denotes the distance between p and q). By 7~(o~, r) we denote the set of all rectangles with 
orientation a and aspect ratio or, see Fig. 1. 
Note that, depending on the choice of the vertex Vl, a rectangle belongs to the classes ~(a ,  ~r), 
7~(a + 7r/2, 1/o-), ~(a  + 7r, or) or ~(a  + 37r/2, 1/or). For the time being, whenever we talk about a 
rectangle, we assume that we have a fixed counterclockwise numbering of the vertices. Let C denote 
a bounded convex figure in the plane. For every a there is a unique minimum area rectangle R(a)  
with orientation a enclosing C. Let or(a) denote the aspect ratio of R(a);  so R(a)  E ~(a ,  ~r(a)). 
~r(a) is the quotient of the widths of C when seen from directions a + 7r/2 and a. Since the width is 
a continuous function of a and it is bounded away from 0, or(a) is continuous, bounded from above, 
and bounded away from 0. 
Now consider an approximating pair (r, R) for C with orientation a . /~ contains the minimum area 
enclosing rectangle R(a).  Since we can shrink r and R appropriately, we may as well assume that 
R = R(a) ,  so r E 7¢(a, or(a)). The problem of finding the best approximating pair with orientation a
thus reduces to the problem of finding the largest rectangle with orientation a and aspect ratio ~r(a) 
contained in C. If we define 
:= { r E I r c_ c }, 
the problem becomes: find the largest rectangle in .To(a). We define ` T(a) as the set of largest 
rectangles in `To(a). We have the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let r be a rectangle in `T(a). Then two diagonal vertices of r lie on the boundary ~C 
of C. 
Proof. If at most one vertex of r lies on OC, r is clearly not maximal. So assume vertices V 1 ( r )  and 
v2(r) lie on 0C, while v3(r) and v4(r) don't, see Fig. 1. Then there are two disks [/3, U4 around V3(r) 
and v4(r) which are contained in C. By convexity of C, the convex hull C t of vl (r), v2(r), 0"3, and 
[/4 is contained in C. But there is a larger copy of r in C ,  contradicting the maximality of r. [] 
Lemma 2. The side lengths of all rectangles r E `T(a) ,  for all a, are uniformly bounded from above 
and bounded away from zero. 
Proof. Since every rectangle r is contained in C, an upper bound is trivial. The function ~r(a) is 
bounded from above and bounded away from zero. Therefore, the shortest side of the rectangle witb 
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aspect ratio ¢((x) which is contained in the incircle of C is bounded away from zero. This is a lower 
bound for the shortest side of any rectangle r E )c(c~). D 
We give an algorithm that computes the largest rectangle with fixed orientation and shape contained 
in a polygon with n vertices in time O(log r~). Since a(c~) can be computed in time O(log n) using 
standard search techniques, the best approximating pair with fixed orientation ct can be computed in 
the same time. 
We remark that a similar problem has been recently treated by Alt et al. [1]. They compute the 
largest-area or the largest-perimeter r ctangle with a given orientation contained in a polygon with n 
vertices in time O(log n). Since there is no restriction on the shape, this problem is more difficult than 
ours. 
Since the following treatment does not use the fact that R --- R(c~) is a rectangle, we formulate it 
for an arbitrary convex polygon A instead of R. 
Lemma 3. Consider a largest positively homothetic opy A t = f (A)  of a given convex m-gon A = 
vlv2 . . . vm which is contained in a convex figure C. Let f (x )  = A(x -xo)  + xo denote the homothetv 
with expansion factor A > 0 mapping A to A t. Then there are three vertices vi, vj, and vk of A such 
that the triangle f(viVjVk) is a largest positively homothetic opy of the triangle v(vjvk contained 
in C. 
Proof. The problem at hand can be formulated as an optimization problem as follows: 
maximize 
subject o f (v i )  = A(vi - Xo) + xo E C, 
A E R, xo E R 2. 
fo r i=  l , . . . ,m,  
This is a convex programming problem in three variables with a linear objective function and m 
convex constraints. It follows from the theory of convex programming, or, if you will, from Helly's 
theorem, that there is a subset of at most three constraints for which the corresponding problem has 
the same optimal value of A [2]. In geometrical terms, the problem with the reduced subset of three 
constraints describes the largest homothetic triangle. [] 
This lemma suggests a way to reduce the problem of finding the largest homothetic copy of a convex 
m-gon A in C to (3 ~) problems of finding the largest homothetic opy of a triangle contained in C: 
for each triple of vertices viv)vk, find the largest homothetic triangle contained in C. The smallest of 
the (~) expansion factors is the expansion factor for A. 
In the end, if we want to actually find the optimal homothety f which has f (A )  c_ C, we encounter 
a slight technical problem because the largest homothetic triangle t c_ C need not be unique. However, 
in this case there must be two parallel sides of C along which t can slide. So we may have to slide the 
corresponding placements f (A )  along a given direction in order to find the correct position inside C. 
This amounts to the following problem. 
Given an m-gon Ao, an n-gon C, and a direction x, find a value/3 E R such that the copy of Ao 
translated by ~3z is contained in C. 
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The polygon A0 is f (A )  for some homothety f that is optimal for three vertices v.ivjv~,. The problem 
can be solved in O(m log n) time as follows. 
1. For each vertex v of A0, intersect the line parallel to z through v with C, in O(log n) time. These 
intersection points determine an interval of values/4 for which v +/ Jx  E C. 
2. Intersect he rn intervals. Any value ~ in the intersection corresponds to a translation of A0 for 
which all vertices are contained in C, and therefore, the polygon itself is contained in C. 
Each of the largest homothetic triangle problems can be solved in O(log n) time by the tentative- 
prune-and-search technique of Kirkpatrick and Snoeyink [4]. Summarizing, we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4. Given two polygons A and C wtth rn and n vertices, the largest homothetic opy of A 
which can be placed in C can be computed in time O(m 3 log n). 
Of course, 
in O(m + 
have m = 
this is only a good approach when rn is small. When m is larger, the problem can be solved 
n) time as a linear programming problem in three variables. In our case of rectangles, we 
4 and thus we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Given a convex polygon with n vertices in the plane, the optimal approximating pair of 
rectangles with a fixed orientation ct can be computed in time O(log n). 
3. The upper bound on the approximation ratio 
We now solve the problem posed by P61ya and Szeg6. 
Theorem 6. For eveo" convex figure there exists an approximating pair (r, R) of rectangles with 
A(r, R) ~< 2. 
In a first step we show that if we consider an approximating pair (r, R(c~)) where all four vertices 
of r touch the boundary of C, we have A(r, R(ee)) ~< 2. Using a continuity argument we then show 
that such a pair always exists. 
Lemma 7. Let q = PQRS be a quadrilateral with inscribed rectangle ABCD.  If every vertex of 
ABCD touches q as in Fig. 2 then one of the following holds: 
a' <. 2a or b' <. 2b. 
Proof. We reflect P at AB to obtain U ,  Q at BC, etc. In other words, we "wrap" a sheet with the 
shape of q around the rectangle ABCD.  (We may think of the rectangle as a piece of chocolate.) We 
have to show that either al + a2 ~< a or bl + b2 ~< b. 
There are two cases. If the triangles ABP ~, t3CQ ~, CDR ~, DAS ~ do not overlap, their area is less 
than the area of ABCD,  so we have (a2b + b2a + alb + bla)/2 = ((al + a2)b + a(bl + b2))//2 ~< (Lb. 
This is impossible for al + a2 > a and bj + b2 > b. 
So assume without loss of generality that ABP '  and CDR ~ overlap, as depicted in Fig. 2. Then 
we can cut ABCD vertically through any point in the intersection of ABP ~ and CDI~'. 5;' lies to the 
left, Q~ to the right of this cut. This implies al + a2 ~< a. [] 
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Fig. 2. A rectangle inscribed in a quadrilateral. 
,Q 
b, 
Lassak [8] has given a more general statement: under the conditions and with the notations of the 
previous lemma, we have 
a b 
a--7 + ~ >~ 1. 
Lassak proved this by a tedious calculation. He posed as an open problem the generalization to d > 2 
dimensions, where the rectangle is replaced by a rectangular box, q is replaced by a polytope with 2 a 
facets, and the left side of the above inequality is a sum of d fractions. 
Lemma 8. Let C be a convex figure with an approximating pair (r, R) such that 
(i) every vertex of r touches the boundary of C, and 
(ii) every edge of R touches C. 
Then A(r, R) <~ 2. 
Proof. Introduce supporting lines for C in every vertex of r. They form a quadrilateral q which 
contains C as in Fig. 3. Denote the side lengths of r by a and b, and the corresponding side lengths 
of R by Aa and Ab. Since C C q and because of (i) and (ii) Aa ~< 2a or Ab ~< 2b holds due to 
Lemma 7. But in any case this implies A(r, R) = A ~< 2. [] 
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 6 we have to find a direction a and an approximating pair 
of rectangles fulfilling the conditions of Lemma 8. The idea of the proof is to consider, for each 
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Fig. 3. An approximating pair (r, R)  for a curve C. 
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Fig. 4. The proof of Lemma 9. 
direction c~, the unique smallest rectangle R(c~) enclosing C, and the largest inscribed homothetic 
copy r(c~) of R(c~), as in Section 2. By Lemma 1, r(c~) must touch OC at two diagonal vertices, either 
Y 1 and v3 (case 1) or at Y 2 and v4 (case 2). If we rotate c~ from 0 to 7r/2, cases 1 and 2 exchange roles. 
Intuitively, there must be an intermediate direction where the situation changes and all four vertices 
touch i~C. 
To make these ideas and the underlying continuity arguments precise requires a little more formal 
work, mainly to cope with degeneracies, since the placement of r(c~) need not be unique. 
Lemma 9. Let r',r" E ~(0~) with {vl(r'),v3(r')} C OC and {v2(Ttl),v4(rt')} c OC. Thdrl 
{vl(rt),v2(r'),v3(rt),v4(r')} C OC and {Vl(rtt),V2(Ttt),v3(rtt)~V4(rtt)} C ~C. 
Proof. If r '  = r" there is nothing to prove. So we assume that there is a translation transforming r t
into r n. 
The case that the translation direction is not parallel to any edge of r ~, r"  (Fig. 4(a)) is impossible, 
because the two encircled vertices in Fig. 4(a) would lie in the interior of the convex hull of r ~ and 
r", hence in the interior of C. This contradicts the assumption of the lemma. 
Therefore, the translation direction must be parallel to an edge of r ~ and r", as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
Let r E .T'(c~) be the rectangle half-way between r~ and r" and of the same size. Suppose that some 
vertex v of r ~ or r"  does not lie on OC. Consider a disk around the vertex v contained in C, and take 
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the convex hull of this disk, r', and r", see Fig. 4(b). There is an edge of r that lies in the interior of 
this convex hull and hence does not touch 0C. This contradicts Lemma 1. Therefore, all vertices of 
r ~ and r" (and r) lie on OC. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6. We define 
AI := {c~• [0. .  7r/2] ~r•  f (c , )  with {Vl0"),V3(r)} C ~3C} 
and 
A2 := { c~ ¢ [0..  rr/2] 3 r¢  f (a )  with {vz(r) ,v4(r)} C aC}.  
From Lemma 1 it follows that Al U A0 = [0 .. n-/2]. Since ~r(rc/2) = 1/~r(0), .f'(0) and f ( rc /2 )  
contain the same rectangles. By definition we have 
0e  A I~rr /2•A2,  
0 • A2 ~ rr/2 • Al, 
and so A1 ~- (3, A2 4 13. We will soon show that A1 and A2 are closed sets. Since [0 .. rr/2] is 
connected and Aj U A: = [0 .. rr/2], the two sets must intersect. Let c~ • A1 A A:. This means that 
there are two rectangles r', r" • br(~x) with {vl (r"), vs(r'),  v2(r"), v4(r")} C aC. 
By Lemma 9, the rectangle r' has all four vertices on the boundary of C. Together with the smallest 
circumscribed rectangle R with orientation c~, it forms an approximating pair (r', R). By Lemma 8, 
we have k(r', R) ~< 2, and we are done. 
It remains to show that the sets AI and A2 are closed. Because of symmetry we consider At only. 
Let ((,1: c~2,...) be a sequence with c~ • Al and limi-,o~ c~i = o~. We want to show that ~ • Al. For 
every i, choose a rectangle r~ • f(e,.i) with {vl (r.i), v3(r'i)} C aC. By the theorem of Bolzano and 
WeierstraB we can select a subsequence of rectangles uch that their lower left vertices Vl converge. 
Repeating this, we can select a subsequence in which the vertices v: converge, too. By change of 
notation we denote this subsequence again by (c~i). Since v3 and v4 depend continuously on c~, vl, 
and v2, the sequences v3(ri) and va(ri) also converge. Let's denote 
vj := lim vj(ri), fo r j  = 1,2,3,4.  
i----+oc 
We claim that the quadrilateral with vertices vlv2v3v4 is in f ( c  0. 
By Lemma 2, the distances between any two vertices of a rectangle r i are bounded away from 
zero. Therefore the four limit vertices are distinct, and the orientations and lengths of the sides of ri, 
as well as the aspect ratios, converge. Since the orientations of the sides can only converge to c~ and 
c, + re/2, r is indeed a rectangle. The limit of the aspect ratios is 
lim cr ( r i )= lim o-((~i)= o-(c~), 
since a is continuous. Since 0C is closed, {vj, v3} C 0C, and hence r • f0(cQ. 
We still have to show that r • f (a ) ,  or in other words, that r is maximal. Assume the contrary, and 
let 7 • f (c  0 be a rectangle which is larger than r by a factor 1 + e, for some c > 0. Now, consider a 
translated copy r' of the rectangle (1 + s/2)r which is placed inside ~" and concentric with F. There 
is some angle/30 > 0 such that r' can be rotated around its center by any angle/3 with ]/31 ~/30 and 
still be contained in F. 
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In the sequence of rectangles which converge to r, there must be a rectangle r~ ~ ~(c~) with 
]c~i- ~[ ~< /30 and ]vl(ri)z'2(ri)[ ~ (1 + g/3)lVlV2[, [v2(ri)v3(ri)l <~ (1 ÷ ~'/3)1~'2V3]. This means 
that r,i can be enlarged by a factor (1 + e /2 ) / ( l  + e/3) and still fit inside F C_ C, contradicting its 
maximality. [] 
4. Finding an approximating pair 
Theorem 10. An approximating pair (r, R) of rectangles with A(r,/~) ~< 2 for a convex polygon C 
with ~, vertices given in sorted order can be computed in time O(log 2 r~). 
Proof. From the last section we know that for every convex polygon C there is at least one orien- 
tation (~0 such that the largest rectangle in f (ct0)  touches 0C with all four vertices. We search for 
(~0 by binary search on the half-open interval [0 .. 7r/2). First we find the best approximation for 
orientation 0 using the algorithm of Section 2. We check whether 0 E A1 and whether 0 E A2. If 
0 c Aj N A2 we are done as in Theorem 6. So we assume that 0 E AI \ A2. Now we test another 
orientation ~:~ E [0 .. 7r/2). If c~ E Al, we continue the search in the interval [c~ .. 7r/2), otherwise in 
[0,, 
We use a discrete set of search orientations: let P,  Q, /~,  S be the bottommost, rightmost, topmost, 
and leftmost point of C. Consider the orientations of the edges between P and Q. Since C is convex, 
the sequence of orientations of these edges is strictly increasing, so we can perform binary search on 
them. After O(log 't~) tests we have found two adjacent edges with orientations c/, a"  and we know 
that c~0 C It/ .. c~'). Now consider the edges between Q and R. We continue the binary search on 
the set 
{ ~t - 7r/2 to  is the orientation of an edge between Q and R } • [c~'ct"). 
In the same manner we proceed with the orientations of the edges between R and S and between S 
and P. 
Every test takes time O(log z~,) by Theorem 5. Since there are O(log n) tests, after time O(log 2 ~z) 
we have found orientations c~l, or2. There are no edges of the polygon with orientation between c~j 
and c~2, so the enclosing rectangles R(c~l) and R(c~2) touch C in the same four vertices VI, ~ ,  ~ ,  V4. 
Let rl, r2 be the largest rectangle in 5C(c~l), f(c~2), respectively. By assumption, c~l E AI, or2 C A2, so 
{vl (rj), v3 (r'l), v2 (r2), v4 (r2)} C 0C. Let C'  be the convex hull of r l, r2, and Vj, V2, V3, V4. Clearly 
we have C t _c C and {vl (r l), v3 (r l), v2 (r2), v4(r2)} C OC t. But now we have reduced the problem 
to a problem of constant size. C t is a polygon with at most 12 vertices, R(c~l) and R(c~2) are the 
minimum circumscribed rectangles with orientations c~l, c~2, respectively, and we still have c~ c Al, 
c~2 C A2, where AI, A2 are defined with respect o C .  As before there is some c~0 E [~j .. c~2) such 
that there exists an approximating pair (r, R) for C'  with A(r, R) ~< 2. 
Since C ~ c_ C, we have .r C C t c_ C. Since ~0 ~ [c~ .. c~2), R is determined by the four vertices 
V~, ~,  ~/3, V4, so we also have/~, _~ C. This implies that (r,/~,) is also an approximating pair for C. 
It remains to solve the problem for the constant size case. It can be reduced to a constant number 
of problems of the following type: Let ~,  i ~< 4, be four points and g~,, i ~< 4, be four lines in the 
plane. Find a rectangle with vertices v~ ~ g~ such that there is a homothetic rectangle with edges 
e~; ~ ¼. If we select two points ~,~ ~ g~ and v2 ~ g2, they must satisfy two conditions: (i) they can 
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be completed to a rectangle with vertices on the other two lines; and (ii) the aspect ratio is equal to 
the aspect ratio of the parallel ~-ectangle through the four outer points V~. Parameterizing v~ E g~ and 
v2 E g2 in the natural way, it is straightforward to write these two conditions as two rational equations 
in two variables. This leads to a polynomial equation of bounded egree. We leave the details to the 
reader. [] 
5. Conclusion 
We have shown that for any convex figure C in the plane there exists an approximating pair of 
homothetic inscribed and circumscribed rectangles with quality (ratio) at most 2. Moreover, we have 
given an O(log 2 n) algorithm for constructing such a pair for a convex n-gon. 
Note that we do not construct he pair with the optimal quality for a given convex n-gon. Our 
proof seems to suggest that the best approximating pair (r,/~) of rectangles might be found in roughly 
linear time by sweeping from ~ = 0 to o~ = 7r/2, maintaining R(c~) and its largest homothetic opy 
r(c~) inside C during the process. However, a simpler version of this problem is already more difficult 
than it seems. If, instead of R(c~), we take a rotated copy T(~) of a fixed triangle T, the vertices of 
the homothetic inner copy t(o~) do not necessarily move monotonically on C. In fact, the maximum 
number of events during the sweep is 69 (n2); see Waupotitsch [ 13]. The fastest known algorithm which 
finds the largest similar copy of a given triangle inside a convex n-gon C takes O(n 2 log 2 n) time and 
is due to Sharir and Toledo [12]. Therefore, computing the best approximating pair of rectangles in 
less than roughly O(z~ 2) time seems to be difficult. 
The generalization of Theorem 6 to higher-dimensional boxes is another open question. 
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